The introduction of Intel R Xeon Phi TM coprocessors opened up new possibilities in development of highly parallel applications.
Introduction
The Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor is a novel contender in the heterogeneous computing market. Due to its conceptual similarity to traditional shared-memory systems and a familiar instruction set, it promises to be an interesting alternative to other hardware (e.g., GP-GPUs) for accelerating applications. However, even though established parallel programming frameworks, tools and libraries (e.g., OpenMP, TBB) can in many cases be used seamlessly on this architecture, the distribution of work within a hybrid (host+coprocessor) system is still a very challenging task requiring manual tuning.
In this paper, we present the design and prototype implementation of a hybrid library that can distribute work dynamically to all available processing units (host-cores and coprocessor-cores) in a system. We utilize standard C++ meta-programming techniques to provide a familiar and easy-to use construct (parallel-for) that enables hybrid execution on multiple heterogeneous processing resources.
There are several libraries and tools that support the Xeon Phi coprocessor. However, only few directly support hybrid execution [1, 2, 3] -a scenario where one large task is split into smaller pieces which are executed on the host and (possibly multiple) coprocessors at the same time. It is possible to statically (i.e., before the computation starts) divide the work into several groups and then run one group on the host and each of the remaining groups on a coprocessor. However, this solution is not suitable in situations where the time needed to complete each work-unit cannot be determined in advance. For this reason, we implemented a dynamic work allocation scheme.
The main goal of our work was to provide high-level support for hybrid execution of parallel loops, without forcing developers to abandon modern C++ techniques. We further aim at making applications easier to debug, deploy, and maintain, while still enabling good performance.
Our main contributions presented in this paper are the following:
• We have created a library that supports hybrid execution in C++ applications using Xeon Phi coprocessors. The library interface is easy to use and follows current trends in C++. The algorithms are used the same way as standard C++ and TBB algorithms. Only one implementation of the user's action is necessary -no need to write second source code for the Xeon Phi. We follow the design of TBB and support integration with other TBB code that is being executed on the host and the coprocessor(s).
• We present a new approach of developing code for coprocessors where template metaprogramming is used together with the support provided by the offloading compiler to build specialized algorithms from single C++ source code.
• We show how our library can be utilized for development of a non-trivial fluid simulation code. The example has not been specially selected and tuned to be the best possible fit to our library -it was selected as a scenario where a real developer may be interested in using our library for non-trivial work.
• We demonstrate the performance of the library for several different system configurations featuring multiple CPUs and Xeon Phi coprocessors. Our hybrid implementation is compared to a parallel implementation with the same level of optimization.
Hybrid library
The extensive C++ support and the design principles of TBB gave us the idea to further extend the standard for_each function template, which executes a function on each member in a container. The TBB library provides parallel_for_each that performs the same functionality in parallel. We decided to create the offload_for_each function template to perform the same work, but in a hybrid way.
Since there is no shared memory between the host and the coprocessors, it is not possible to fully mimic the behavior of for_each. What offload_for_each does is: a copy of the function object is created on each of the processors (the host and the coprocessors). Then, the host's copy is executed on some of the items in the input sequence in parallel. The rest of the items are sent (serialized, transferred with DMA and deserialized) to the coprocessors where a local copy of the function object is executed on items in parallel. The result of the function object invocation is then sent back to the host and stored in the original sequence. Each of the items is sent to just one coprocessor unless it is processed by the host. In this case it is not transferred at all -the function is executed in-place. Note, that items are not sent one item at a time. Multiple items are sent together as larger blocks and double buffering is used to improve overall performance. The execution is synchronized using messages and data is transferred via DMA. For both we utilize the SCIF [4] library.
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics
We have chosen smoothed particle hydrodynamics [5] simulation of a nebula (gas cloud in space) as an example to test our library. This is a very general method for fluid simulation. The idea is to view the liquid as a set of particles that carry the physical properties of the liquid. The position of the particles may arbitrarily change over time. So, it is not a grid based technique. The actual physical properties of the simulated liquid at any point is derived from the physical properties of the particles that lie near that point. The influence of each particle is defined by a kernel function. We use a Monagnan cubic spline [6] as the kernel function. The advantage of this kernel is the fact, that beyond certain radius h, the value of the function is 0. So, to evaluate properties of the liquid at any point, we only need to consider particles that are closer than h. A spatial index is used to speed up lookup of the particle's neighbors. An interesting effect of this property is the fact that the time to process each particle varies from particle to particle, since it is proportionate to the number of neighbors that are close. In addition to the simulation, the result of each step is also rendered into an image. But volume rendering is computationally not trivial. Hence, we also tried pipelining execution of simulation and rendering steps.
Experiments
The experiments have been performed on a machine with two six-core Intel Xeon CPUs (X5680, 12M Cache, 3.33 GHz, Hyper-Threading) and two Xeon Phi coprocessors (pre-production model, 61 cores, 240 worker threads). The source codes were compiled with the Intel C++ Composer XE compiler set to O3 optimization level. All reported times are wall clock times, measured by the host machine. The stop watch was always started just before the simulation, after the initial setup. It was stopped right after the last frame got rendered.
Configuration variants
In this section, we will use the same problem setup but different configurations of the run-time. We used one million particles and the video resolution was set to 100x100 pixels. Table 1 shows performance results for different library and machine configurations. In our experiments we have used all available cores of the host, except for the serial reference and coprocessor-only experiments.
We observe a significant performance improvement when one Xeon Phi card is utilized. The addition of the second card further improves performance, although not by such a large margin. There are two reasons for this: The first is the Amdahl's law. The preparatory and cleanup phases of each simulation step are done sequentially on the host. The second reason is the fact, that both cards perform DMA transfers at about the same time. For example at the beginning of the execution, when the data is transferred to all of the cards.
As you can see from the results shown in Table 1 , running the code on one coprocessor only (without host cores), does not provide performance improvement over parallel host-only or hybrid execution. This observation can be seen as one of our main motivations for investigating a hybrid library. Similarly to the presented example, many existing applications still feature inherent sequential parts better suited for host processors with high singlethread performance. In such cases, the utilization of specialized resources (powerful host-cores in conjunction with highly-parallel coprocessors) can lead to performance improvements.
Another interesting result is the 2 to 8% speedup (depending on the configuration) that was achieved by pipelining the simulation and rendering steps. When the execution is pipelined, the rendering can use cores that would otherwise be idle during the preparatory phase of the simulation.
We also have measured the overhead of the library. It depends heavily on the amount of work that the function object executes (on average) for each data item, as well as on the size of the data. For trivial functions and small data, overhead can be high. In extreme cases, the host could complete the whole work before the offloading support even manages to initialize. For the presented SPH example, overhead was as low as 5%. This includes the time coprocessor cores were idle or executing library code (i.e., working, but not executing the user's function). Figure 1 depicts SPH performance for various system configurations and numbers of particles. All variants use pipelined rendering. Configurations differ by the number of used coprocessors. Figure 1 {1k, 8k, 27k, 64k, 125k, 216k, 343k, 512k, 729k, 1000k}. time in seconds for each experiment and Figure 1(b) depicts the same data as speedup relative to the host-only variant. We observe that for small data sizes, the overhead created by the communication with coprocessors outweighs possible performance gains. This is applicable for scenarios until around 50 thousand particles. For higher numbers of particles, we observe performance improvements when coprocessors are added to the execution. Best performance is achieved when all available host-and coprocessor-cores are utilized.
Different problem sizes

Conclusions
In this paper, we have explored an idea of a new type of offloading library for Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors. It is built around standard C++ paradigms and providing hybrid execution with dynamic work allocation. The library aims at facilitating the utilization of processing resources in modern hybrid systems (host+coprocessors) via high-level programming support. We evaluate the concept by implementing a non-trivial fluid simulation code. Experimental results indicate the viability of our approach. Hybrid execution achieved significant application speedups of up to 27.3x, even with a work-load not ideal for the coprocessor's architecture. We further discovered that our library can facilitate hybrid application development, debugging and optimization due to it's familiar programming methodology. Since our results show that the concept is viable, we have decided to implement a full library based on the same principles, but with a reworked core that provides even better integration with TBB and eliminates the need for management threads on the host.
Extended version: A more detailed description of our work is also available as e-print via arXiv [7] .
